PRESS RELEASE

The French furniture design and production company 22 22 Edition Design
will present
its «C 1715 Cannage» furniture collection at the event «l’art de vivre à la française»
at Greystone Mansion in Beverly Hills, CA
- From October 30th through November 24th -

22 22 Edition « C 1715 Cannage» Line on the terrace of Greystone Mansion

From October 24th through November 24th, France will share it’s Art de Vivre - the Art of living - at the
Designer Showcase House in the historic Greystone Mansion, in Beverly Hills, CA.
More than 20 French companies have been selected by a special committee comprising the
industry’s leading professional bodies. The event will be staged on the Mansion‘s first floor and on the
terrace in 3 distinct areas.
Los Angeles based French designer, François Jantzen, will collaborate with the French
designers to turn the rooms into magnificient inspirational works of art. He will create an original
setting showcasing the French companies «savoir-faire» and excellence through their carefully
chosen products.
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For this special event, Jean-Claude Cardiet, the French designer of 22 22 Edition Design will show his
black outdoor/indoor «C 1715 Cannage» furniture collection (bench, armchair, chair, coffee table,
planter) on the terrace of the Greystone Mansion.
This particular design of cane came down through the ages and became part of the French collective
memory. An enlarged historical pattern designed in a laser-cut metal structure gives a combinaison of
style and technology.
Apparently simple, those creations hide a technical achievement. Simple in their appearance, they
are made of a single piece of metal cut, folded, welded and powder coated.
The collection is available in several different colours to be compatible with all environments.

Who are 22 22 Edition Design?
Located in Paris, 22 22 Edition Design (Jean-Claude
Cardiet and Fardiha Cardiet - El Gabsi), is a French
furniture design and production company which
transforms life into a dream with their creations.
Including home furniture, decorative elements and
light fittings, their creations are a blend of wonder,
originality and poetry.
These creations were made possible thanks to the
«savoir-faire» and expertise of French artisans.
www.2222editiondesign.com
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